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BARN DOOR BIRTHDAY BOX CARD 
by Sharon Armstrong www.txstampin.com 

Barn Door Birthday Box Card 
Supplies: 

Barn Door Bundle 

Picture Perfect Birthday Stamp 
Set 

Perennial Birthday Stamp Set 

Berry Burst Cardstock (2) 6 1/2" x 
8 1/2", scraps for hardware 

Picture Perfect Designer Series 
Paper - 4" x 4 1/2", 2" x 4 1/2" 

Whisper White Card stock - 2 1/2" 
x 4" (for sentiment layer), scrap for 
wreath 

Lemon Lime Twist Card Stock - 
scrap for door 

Berry Burst Card Stock - scrap for 
hinges, handle and bar 

Lemon Lime Twist Ink 

Berry Burst Ink 

Lemon Lime Twist Ribbon - 40"  

Foam Adhesive Strips 

Washers from hardware store size 
3/6" - you will need 8 

Mini Stampin' Dimensionals 

Mini Glue Dots 

Tear and Tape Adhesive 
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BARN DOOR BIRTHDAY BOX 
CARD CUTTING & SCORING: 

Score both of the Berry Burst 
Cardstock (2) 6 1/2" x 8 1/2" - on 
the 8 1/2" side, score at 2" and 6 
1/2".  On the 6 1/2" side, score at 
1/2" and 4 1/2".  Cut off each of 
the corners as shown in the photo 
for both pieces. 

 

Apply Tear and Tape as shown on 
one of the panels. 

 

Cut out hardware with Berry Burst 
Scraps 

On the Picture Perfect Designer 
Series Paper - 4" x 4 1/2" cut track 
out using the Framelits in the 
center of the DSP so you have 
1/2" at top and 1/2" at the bottom 

BARN DOOR BIRTHDAY BOX 
CARD ASSEMBLY: 
Remove Tear and Tape backing 
and assemble box.  Have a large 
flap at the top and a large flap at 
the bottom like I showed on the 
video. 

 

Flip 4" x 4 1/2" DSP over and add 
Mini Dimensionals in the track, 
remove backings, attach washers 
to the Mini Dimensionals 

Flip over and remove other 
backings of Mini Dimensionals, 
add other washers 

With the front of the DSP showing, 
Add Mini Glue Dots to two 
washers and add door 
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Add glue dots to other set of 
washers and slide door over to 
attach to other washers (the video 
will help you understand these two 
steps better) 

 

Add four (4) Foam Adhesive strips 
to back side of 4" x 4 1/2" DSP 
just above and below the washers 
(careful they don't touch the 
washers or your door won't roll) 

Add glue dots to washers and 
attach the door (like I showed on 
the video) 

Add hardware with Snail 

Stamp the wreath with Berry Burst 
ink on Whisper White scrap, cut it 
out with the framelits. 

Attach the wreath with glue dots 

Place 2 1/2" x 4" Whisper White 
under the door and mark the 
edges of the door with a pencil 

Remove the Whisper White and 
stamp sentiments with Berry Burst 
(I used Picture Perfect Birthday 
but you can use any stamps that 
will fit including the ones that 
come with the Barn Door!) 

Stamp confetti with Lemon Lime 
Twist 

Erase the pencil marks and add a 
lot of snail on the right side of the 
Whisper White layer  

Take your snips and insert the 
sentiment layer under the door 

Apply some snail to the ribbon and 
attach ribbon to the box, tie in a 
bow! 

 

 


